Abstract. Experts who belong to predefined groups affect the decision-making behavior of those groups. Network structure measures are indicators of an expert's brokerage role between such groups. In this article we make the following new contributions: (1) we normalize experts' importance based on gefura measures, and define an allocation function of group density weight that indicates how experts consider predefined groups of different densities; (2) we put forward NGOWA(NGOWG) aggregation operators considering predefined groups and give properties of the operators. (3) we establish an optimization problem whose objective function expresses the stability of network, which consist of predefined groups.
Introduction
Group decision-making (GDM) problems for predefined groups are ubiquitous. For example, carbon footprint management involves many predefined groups, such as enterprises, organizations, events, products and people. Usually these groups need to rank a set of alternatives (or criteria), making the negotiation model of importance for them. Experts express their preferences by means of a set of evaluations over a set of alternatives through a negotiation procedure, and all experts have an interest in confirming brokerage between groups. Brokerage can be understood informally as the extent to which an expert facilitates information exchange between other experts, especially experts belonging to different groups (Guns and Rousseau 2015) . Some GDM methods have been proposed based on the assumption that an expert's importance weight is determined by their level of knowledge of the problem (Perez et al. 2014) or their consensus degree, but no one has used the bridging role of experts as a factor influencing their importance weights. Directly applying these ideas in the GDM problem for predefined groups is not appropriate.
Most GDM models provide recommendations to experts to increase the consensus level which is always proposed before interaction (Gong et al. 2012; Sahin 2015) , and use a feedback mechanism during the consensus procedure, usually with a consensus criteria guiding the procedure. Most existing models are guided by consensus degree, consent criteria, similarity measures, consistency measures, or some combination of these (Liu 2005 ; Martínez 2012; Singh and Benyoucef 2013; Chen et al. 2015) . Experts obtain feedback information about the whole group and about how far the group is from the given consensus. In general, the preference of the whole group is computed as a sum or a weighted sum of each expert's preferences. However, experts, frequently, cannot judge what the conditions are only according to a consensus criterion. However, these methods are suitable for group information aggregation following the assumption of convergence of global consensus measures. Density aggregation operators (Yi and Guo 2012) could also solve the GDM problem without consensus criteria.
The GDM problem was developed for independent experts and initially gave the same importance to all experts (Pasi and Yager 2011) . The associated GDM models consist of assigning weights to each expert that reflect the relevance of the expert in the group, and the use of weighted aggregation operators for computing a weighted aggregation of their preferences (Yager 2009 ). Experts' importance weights influence feedback mechanisms, such as the amount of advice required by each expert depending on his/her relevance or importance level in group (Perez et al. 2013 ). However, these methods are based on experts' relative importance weights, and consider neither the impact of group structure nor of predefined groups. We define the normalized experts' importance based on gefura measures, and define an allocation function for group density weight that indicates whether experts pay attention to predefined groups of different densities. These importance weights are modified by both the node and the structural importance.
Two processes are usually necessary to solve GDM problems (Herrera-Viedma et al. 2002): a negotiation procedure and a selection process. Negotiation is an active process and is used to reach a final solution with a certain level of stability among the experts. This is a dynamic iterative procedure, composed of several rounds where the experts establish, cancel and modify their links with other experts as the group value is generated. Several studies have addressed the form of negotiation (Keeney 2013) , with most focusing on the situation where experts negotiate over a single object characterized by a single issue for the purpose of securing one agreement. The negotiation model over distinct objects with the purpose of securing multiple agreements has also been studied (Mansour and Kowalczyk 2011, 2015) , by investigating the bidding strategy in the multi-object negotiation domain where the mechanisms depend on the process of the current negotiations and do not rely on historical information. The selection process is a passive process and uses the group value to obtain a conclusion.
The aim of this paper is to propose a GDM method for predefined groups with gefura measures. First, we normalize experts' importance levels based on gefura measures, in which an expert's node importance is derived from a basic gefura measure and the structural importance changes with the allocation function of group density weights for predefined groups. We analysis predefined groups influences on conclusion, and find the relation between gefura measures and evaluation conclusions. Second, we put forward aggregation operators considering gefura measures of the predefined groups. And we propose some propositions for the operators. Third, The GDM problem for predefined groups described gefura measures is an optimization problem whose objective function express the minimum entropy of the network. Experts receive brokerage advice from predefined groups during the negotiation procedure and establish, cancel or modify their links with others according to the negotiation assumptions and strategies. The group network structure changes during the interaction, and the group structure also influences the interaction at the same time. The group network is then in a stable condition and the selection process occurs. Using density aggregation operators, the GDM information is aggregated and a conclusion is reached.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Gefura measures for GDM and experts' core degrees at both the node and structural level are shown in Section 2. The GDM process is detailed in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4, we make some concluding remarks and discuss the advantages and drawbacks of the model.
Nodes' Measures Networked
In this section we present some preliminaries for GDM problems and define experts' importance measures at both the node and the structural level.
Problems of GDM for predefined groups are widespread in social economics and management. The solution to a GDM problem usually depends on historical information about previous negotiations regarding the agreement (Nguyen and Jennings 2004). Group decisions (Pelta and Yager 2014 ) are decisions where a group of two or more individuals must collectively select an alternative from a set of two or more alternatives so as to best satisfy the group's objectives, and where no individual has veto power. Group decisions for predefined groups are the same as above, but experts must pay more attention to coordination within predefined groups and to cooperation between predefined groups. A negotiation model composed of effective interactions may solve the coordination and cooperation problem, and effective interaction requires experts to discern brokerage roles and group structure status.
We consider a collection M of m experts (nodes), and a set of n alternatives  , and the number of geodesics from node i to node j that pass through the node l ( ,
Definition 1
The structural gefura measure provided by Guns and Rousseau (2015) , denoted by   D l , is defined as follows:
where , 
where the symbol l M is defined as
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, then the maximum density predefined group is emphasized, and brokerage between groups, focusing on information exchange, is significant in coordinating ligation. 
, then the minimum density predefined group is emphasized, and brokerage focuses on opinion leaders so as to strengthen predefined groups, which may cause structural holes in the network.
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It can be proved that the NGOWG operator has similar propositions as NGOWA , but the algorithm is different.
GDM Process
Two processes are usually necessary to solve GDM problems (Herrera-Viedma et al. 2002): an interaction procedure and a selection process, and GDM process is shown in Figure. 1.The negotiation procedure in a GDM problem is interactive and composed of several discussion rounds in which experts are expected to modify their preferences and links. The two levels for this procedure are experts (nodes) and predefined groups. (2)). In some cases, specific predefined groups are emphasized and embodied by the allocation function of group density weight, thereby generating specific feedback.
Choose aggregation operators mentioned above and draw a conclusion in the selection process. When the network is stable, population density modifies the experts' preferences of alternatives, the group structure and the experts' importance weights. We aggregate all the information above and draw a conclusion.
Suppose that 10 experts evaluate 247 knowledge workers' performance, and there's 9 attribute, which refer to Zhang G J(2008) , and the entropy of network is 0.9072, initially. And when network stable, entropy decreases to 0.4752. There are significant differences we GDM in the conclusions of predefined groups. 
Conclusions
In this study, we have proposed a novel negotiation method that has been specially designed to model GDM frameworks with predefined groups. Gefura measures are used as indicators of an expert's brokerage role between such groups. We normalize each expert's importance base on gefura measures, and define an allocation function of group density weight, which indicates the expert's attention to predefined groups of different densities. We then propose a negotiation model in which experts can obtain targeted feedback proposals according to their structure features. The proposed method was extended to deal with large group decision-making based on group network characteristics. 
